Ammonia is a major reservoir of nitrogen atoms in cometary materials. However, detections of ammonia in comets are rare, with several achieved at radio wavelengths. A few more detections were obtained through near-infrared observations (around the 3 μm wavelength region), but moderate relative velocity shifts are required to separate emission lines of cometary ammonia from telluric absorption lines in the 3 μm wavelength region. On the other hand, the amidogen radical (NH 2 -a photodissociation product of ammonia in the coma) also shows rovibrational emission lines in the 3 μm wavelength region. Thus, gas production rates for ammonia can be determined from the rovibrational emission lines of ammonia (directly) and amidogen radical (indirectly) simultaneously in the near-infrared. In this article, we present new fluorescence excitation models for cometary ammonia and amidogen radical in the near-infrared, and we apply these models to the near-infrared high-dispersion spectra of comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) to determine the mixing ratio of ammonia to water in the comet. Based on direct detection of NH 3 lines, the mixing ratio of NH 3 /H 2 O is 0.46% ± 0.03% in C/2004 Q2 (Machholz), in agreement with other results. The mixing ratio of ammonia determined from the NH 2 observations (0.31%-0.79%) is consistent but has relatively larger error, owing to uncertainty in the photodissociation rates of ammonia. At the present level of accuracy, we confirm that NH 3 could be the sole parent of NH 2 in this comet.
INTRODUCTION
Ammonia (NH 3 ) is a major reservoir of nitrogen atoms in cometary ice. It was first detected in mass spectra of comet Halley acquired in situ by the spacecraft "Giotto" (Allen et al. 1987; Meier et al. 1994 ). Subsequent ground-based searches in comets have been adversely affected by low spatial resolution at radio wavelengths and by telluric absorption at infrared wavelengths.
Ground-based radio observers have searched for inversion transitions of ammonia (near 24 GHz) in many comets, but these lines were firmly detected only in comets C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) and C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Palmer et al. 1996; Bird et al. 1997; Hirota et al. 1999) . Bird et al. (2002) also reported a marginal detection of ammonia in comet 153P/IkeyaZhang. The radio beam size near 24 GHz is usually larger than the region where ammonia molecules exist in the coma (about 5000 km at 1 AU from the Sun), and the resulting beam dilution decreases the effective sensitivity of the observations. Pure rotational lines of ammonia are also expected in comets but they fall at relatively higher frequencies (submillimeter or far-infrared wavelength region) and are strongly absorbed by the telluric atmosphere. The rotational line of ammonia at 572 GHz was tentatively detected in comets C/2001 Q4 (NEAT) and C/2002 T7 (LINEAR) by the Odin satellite ). Future observations from Herschel and/or SOFIA will likely improve detections in this wavelength range, though it may be difficult to obtain accurate rotational temperatures.
Several vibrational fundamental bands of NH 3 are accessible from the ground at wavelengths near 3 μm (ν 1 , ν 3 ) and 10 μm (ν 2 ). The very strong 10 μm band was sought initially using heterodyne and FTIR techniques, but Weaver & Mumma (1984) showed that the near-infrared region was preferred for cometary detections. Rovibrational transitions of ammonia have been observed near 3 μm in comets from ground-based infrared observatories (Bonev et al. 2009; Magee-Sauer et al. 2002 , 2006 , 2007 Dello Russo et al. 2007 , 2009a , 2009b . Recent progress in high-dispersion echelle spectrometers allows us to sample these rovibrational lines in comets. In contrast with radio observations, the spatial resolution is usually much higher at near-infrared wavelengths and the dilution effect is negligible. However, emission lines of other cometary gases sometimes contaminate those of ammonia, and lines of atmospheric water (mainly) can extinguish some individual lines of NH 3 .
Dello Russo et al. ( , 2009a Russo et al. ( , 2009b presented g-factors (fluorescence efficiencies) for ammonia emission lines in the near-infrared region, based on a solar fluorescence excitation model. They adopted the line strengths of ammonia measured at room temperature (296 K; Kleiner et al. 1999) , assumed that the band strengths are independent of temperature, and estimated the pumping rate for each vibrational band in the solar radiation field (approximated as a blackbody radiation field). Magee-Sauer et al. (2006 , 2007 independently estimated g-factors for ammonia in comets based on a similar approach.
In this paper, we present an improved model for fluorescence excitation of NH 3 line-by-line emission in the ν 1 and ν 3 bands. Our new model incorporates fluorescence cascade, for the first time, whereas all previous models were based on fluorescence pumping in a fundamental band only. Our model is based on a more realistic solar spectrum, and it accommodates all significant lines in each band. We present results for five rotational temperatures in the range 20-150 K.
Ammonia in cometary comae is photodissociated into NH 2 by solar UV radiation with a branching ratio of about 95%. The ). The modeled NH 2 spectrum (T rot = 64 K, OPR = 3.0) for solar-pumped infrared fluorescence confirms the NH 2 detection (lower trace). The strength of the observed line at 3181.5 cm −1 cannot be explained by the NH 2 model and may indicate contamination by unidentified emission lines or the presence of prompt emission from NH 2 .
amidogen (NH 2 ) radical can provide an independent means for assessing ammonia in comets, if it is assumed that all NH 2 is produced solely from NH 3 and if the excitation of NH 2 emission is understood. Early analyses of NH and NH 2 suggested that NH 3 was likely the sole parent (Tegler & Wyckoff 1989) , but this may not be true for all comets. A comparison of production rates for NH 2 and NH 3 in comets can test this hypothesis, and the prospect of their simultaneous measurement at infrared wavelengths near 3 μm stimulated this research.
The NH 2 radical is long-lived and its strong electronic band system at optical wavelengths has been used to infer the ammonia production rate and abundance ratios for its nuclear spin species (ortho-to-para ratio) in comets (e.g., Kawakita et al. 2001 Kawakita et al. , 2004 Kawakita et al. , 2006 Kawakita et al. , 2007 . In addition to these optical transitions, emission lines associated with N-H stretching vibrations have been recognized in near-infrared spectra of comets (e.g., Mumma et al. 2001; Dello Russo et al. 2006 , 2009a , 2009b . While an emission model for the optical band of NH 2 is well developed (Tegler & Wyckoff 1989; Kawakita et al. 2001) , no general models for the near-infrared emission lines have been presented so far.
In this article, we present an improved fluorescence excitation model for cometary ammonia in the near-infrared. We apply our model to spectra of comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz) (hereafter C/Machholz) and derive the production rate of NH 3 in this comet. We also present a near-infrared emission model for NH 2 in comets and apply it to the multiple lines of NH 2 detected in the near-infrared spectra of comet C/Machholz. We compare the production rates of ammonia retrieved independently from measurements of NH 3 and NH 2 in C/Machholz and briefly discuss aspects of prompt emission from NH 2 excited by photolysis of NH 3 .
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
The high-dispersion near-infrared spectra of comet C/Machholz used here were acquired with the NIRSPEC spec- Comparison of the modeled spectrum of NH 2 (T rot = 64 K, OPR = 3.0, thick solid line in the lower trace) and the observed spectrum of C/Machholz with error levels (thin solid and dashed lines in the upper spectrum). The emission line of ammonia (marked by "X") at 3295.4 cm −1 is contaminated by weak NH 2 lines. The NH 3 line at 3317.3 cm −1 is contaminated by the strong HCN line (R1 in the ν 3 -band).
trometer at the Keck-2 telescope atop Mauna Kea, Hawaii (McLean et al. 1998 ). C/Machholz was a dynamically new comet from the Oort Cloud, and it became brightest in 2005 January (near perihelion). The near-infrared spectroscopic observations were performed on 2005 January 30.22 UT. The heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet were 1.208 and 0.480 AU (the heliocentric and geocentric velocities of the comet were +1.83 km s −1 and +15.6 km s −1 , respectively). A slit of 0.43 by 24 arcsec (corresponding to λ/Δλ = 25,000) was used.
The observational sequence of "ABBA" was used. C/Machholz was placed at two different positions (A and B) for the observations and (A−B−B+A) was calculated to subtract sky background emission. The nod distance between the A and B positions was 12 arcsec. Detailed information about the observations and data reduction is given elsewhere ). extracted the comet signal within an area of 0.43 × 1.8 arcsec centered on the nucleus, corresponding to dimensions of 150 × 627 km at the comet. Thus, the tangent distance to the nucleus was less than 314 km. The effective rotational temperature of water in this spectral extract was estimated to be 85 ± 5 K, and the water production rate was (2.9 ± 0.1) × 10 29 molecules s −1 .
Selected spectra are shown in Figures 1-3 . Table 1 lists the fluxes measured for individual spectral lines of NH 3 and NH 2 in the comet. The tabulated g-factor for an individual line represents the free space fluorescence efficiency multiplied by the atmospheric transmittance at the Doppler-shifted frequency when observed. Note that we could not find any emission lines of NH 3 that were not contaminated with other molecular emission lines in the observed spectra. We found only two emission lines of NH 3 (at 3317.3 cm −1 and 3295.4 cm −1 ) contaminated with NH 2 and HCN emission lines, respectively (see Table 1 ). In Figures 1-3 , we also compare the observed lines of NH 3 and NH 2 with intensities predicted with models developed for that purpose. The emission line of NH 3 at 3295.4 cm
is blended with a line of NH 2 whose contribution may be estimated with the new fluorescence excitation model. We defer further discussion of the synthetic and observed intensities to Section 4.
EXCITATION MODELS FOR AMMONIA AND NH 2 RADICAL

Ammonia (NH 3 )
In this section, we develop an improved fluorescence model for NH 3 and apply it to observations of C/Machholz described above. Our basic approach is similar to that employed by Dello Russo et al. ( , 2009a Russo et al. ( , 2009b and Magee-Sauer et al. (2006 , 2007 , but the details differ significantly as described below. Kleiner et al. (1999) measured line intensities and positions for three bands of 14 NH 3 (ν 1 , ν 3 , 2ν 4 ) at room temperature (296 K). Dello Russo et al. ( , 2009a Russo et al. ( , 2009b ) modeled g-factors for lines of ν 1 using these integrated band strengths and equations for individual transition intensities, Hönl-London factors and Herman-Wallis parameters given by Pine & Dang-Nhu (1993) , and Einstein A coefficients for individual rovibrational transitions from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 2005) . They assumed that the integrated band strengths are independent of temperature and approximated the solar radiation field as a blackbody with a temperature of 5770 K. Dello Russo et al. (2009a) independently estimated g-factors for ammonia in comets using a similar approach. Both groups assumed that rotational populations in the vibrational ground state were characterized by a Boltzmann distribution (T rot ) and that fluorescence was pumped solely in the fundamental band under consideration, and that re-emission was determined by Einstein A coefficients for downward transitions from the excited rovibrational level.
Here, we do not use the integrated band g-factor at room temperature (based on Kleiner et al. 1999 ) and we have never assumed that the integrated band g-factor is independent of temperature. The g-factors of individual lines are directly calculated based on Einstein B coefficients using a more realistic solar radiation spectrum with Fraunhofer lines included. Einstein A and B coefficients are calculated from the tabulated line strengths in the HITRAN 2008 database (Rothman et al. 2009 ) with proper statistical weights according toŠimečková et al. (2006) . Note that the Einstein A coefficients tabulated in the HITRAN database are sometimes incorrect (this is the reason why we calculated Einstein A and B coefficients from the tabulated line strengths by ourselves).
Ammonia (NH 3 ) is a pyramidal shape (symmetric top) molecule that has three identical hydrogen nuclei. The rotational energy of NH 3 depends on two principal quantum numbers (J, K) that correspond to the total angular momentum and its projection along the molecular axis (which is through the nitrogen atom and perpendicular to the plane containing the three hydrogen atoms). Dipole transitions between K-ladders (each K-ladder has energy levels with the same K value, and J K) are basically forbidden since the dipole selection rules are ΔK = 0 and ΔJ = 0, ±1. Interaction between rotational and vibrational motions induces a small dipole moment and it gives very slow transitions with Δk = ±3 (K = |k|). Therefore, NH 3 in the upper states within each K-ladder (i.e., J > K) can decay rapidly (∼10-10 2 s) to the "meta-stable" state (J = K) through the ΔJ = −1 transitions while the lowest states within each K-ladder (metastable states) can only decay via much slower transitions with Δk = ±3 (∼10 9 s). Intermolecular collisions also allow transitions in which Δk is a multiple of 3 (including 0) (Oka 1968 ) and the metastable states could be populated via Δk = ±3 collisions. Thus, intermolecular collisions play an important role in determining the population distribution among rotational energy levels of NH 3 . As for water, electron collisions are also important (Xie & Mumma 1992) . Furthermore, the molecules are classified into two nuclear spin modifications, ortho-ammonia and paraammonia, with total nuclear spin I = 3/2 and 1/2, respectively. Their spin statistical weights take the familiar values 2I +1, respectively 4 (ortho-NH 3 ) and 2 (para-NH 3 ). Ortho-ammonia has K = 3n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) while para-ammonia has K = 3n+1 or K = 3n+2 (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) in their vibrational ground state. Transitions among ortho-and para-states are forbidden, hindering the inter-conversion of ortho-and para-ammonia. The symmetry of the wave function (s, a) upon inversion through the plane containing the three hydrogen atoms introduces a final quantum number.
In the inner coma, intermolecular collisions can be so frequent that ammonia molecules are promoted into higher energy levels (J > K) within each K-ladder. Here, we assume that the population distribution in the ground vibrational state of ammonia molecules is maintained in a Boltzmann rotational distribution (characterized by a temperature, T rot ) by frequent intermolecular collisions (mainly with water molecules). The NH 3 molecules in the vibrational ground state could be excited to the vibrational excited states by the solar radiation field. Thus, we can observe photons emitted by the downward transitions from the vibrational excited states to the vibrational ground state.
This simple model is successful in the case of H 2 O, CO, HCN, CH 4 , and so on in comets. However, when a comet is not so productive (namely, gas density in the coma is lower and less frequent collisions occur), the fluorescence excitation model of NH 3 must include relaxation in the ground vibrational state via radiative rotational transitions (ΔJ = ± 1) at far-infrared wavelengths. For the production rate retrieved on January 30, collision rates of ammonia with water within about 500 km from the nucleus are estimated to be higher than the typical Einstein A coefficients for ΔJ = ±1 within each K-ladder (0.1-0.01 s −1 ). Thus, our assumption of a Boltzmann distribution in the vibrational ground state is acceptable in this case.
We consider not only direct excitation of ν 1 and ν 3 by the solar radiation field, but also cascades from upper vibrational states combining two or more vibrations (e.g., ν 1 + ν 2 ). The vibrational hot bands (e.g., (ν 1 + ν 2 ) -ν 1 ) and related excitations from the ground state to the upper vibrational combined states (e.g., (ν 1 + ν 2 )) are also included in the model. Such cascades were not considered in previous studies. Eventually, we considered the vibrational states of ν 1 , ν 2 , 2ν 2 , 3ν 2 , ν 3 , ν 4 , (ν 1 + ν 2 ), (ν 1 + ν 4 ), (ν 2 + ν 3 ), and (ν 3 + ν 4 ). Their related transitions (cold bands for each state and hot bands of (ν 1 + ν 2 ) -ν 1 , (ν 1 + ν 4 ) -ν 1 , (ν 2 + ν 3 ) -ν 3 and (ν 3 + ν 4 ) -ν 3 ) are involved in the model. On the other hand, we neglect vibrational excitation and quenching by collisions with neutral molecules and with electrons. As briefly described above, we calculated Einstein A and B coefficients for the transitions within these bands based on the HITRAN database. These coefficients were computed from the line strengths tabulated there, followingŠimečková et al. (2006) for transitions within cold bands. For the hot bands, we assumed that vibrational modes are separable (the Born approximation). In this case, Einstein A coefficients within a hot band (e.g., the ν 2 hot band, (ν 1 + ν 2 ) -ν 1 ) are the same as those for the corresponding fundamental band (e.g., ν 2 fundamental band). Einstein B coefficients for stimulated emission are obtained from corresponding Einstein A coefficients.
The pumping rate is estimated from the Einstein B coefficients for spontaneous absorption (obtained from tabulated line strengths for fundamental and combination bands) and the solar radiation field at 1 AU (Hase et al. 2010; Kurucz 1994 Kurucz , 2005 , and is scaled to another heliocentric distance by using a scaling law of r −2 (r denotes a heliocentric distance in AU). Figure 4 shows the example of solar radiation density at 1 AU.
For the ith energy level in the excited vibrational state (such as the ν 1 state), the condition of detailed balance (i.e., a balance between outgoing and incoming rates for the level) becomes (1) where n i is the population in the ith energy level and ρ is the energy density of the solar radiation at a given heliocentric distance. The ν ij is the wavenumber corresponding to the transition between the ith and the jth energy levels (the jth energy levels are in the ground state) while A ij and B ij are Einstein A and B coefficients between the ith and the jth energy levels. The kth energy levels are in the more excited vibrational state, e.g., (ν 1 +ν 2 ) state for the ν 1 state. Note that the effective value of ρ depends on the relative velocity of the comet to the Sun since there are many absorption lines in the solar spectrum and they are much wider than the Doppler profile of the cometary gas. The g-factor (g ij (photons s −1 )) for a transition is based on the fractional populations (n j ) in the lower energy levels (which are calculated from the Boltzmann distribution for the adopted rotational temperature; see the discussion above), the solar pumping rates (B ji ρ (ν ji )), and the branching ratio for spontaneous emission into the transition in question at ν ij . The population in each level can be determined by solving the linear equations (Equation (1)). Thus, the g-factor is given by
Because ortho-para transitions are strictly forbidden, the populations may be regarded as representing either ortho-or para-NH 3 . We assume that the level population for a given spin species is described by a temperature, but the formalism admits any abundance in the ortho and para species. The abundance ratio of ortho-and para-ammonia is 1.0 in statistical equilibrium. However, the ratio is probably greater than unity (∼1.1) as determined in some comets based on NH 2 observations (Kawakita et al. 2001 (Kawakita et al. , 2004 (Kawakita et al. , 2006 . Such nonequilibrated ortho-to-para abundance ratio (OPR) of ammonia could be interpreted as the result of ammonia formation on cold grain surface in the pre-solar molecular cloud or in the solar nebula. For the present purpose of model development, we assume that the OPR of ammonia is unity, i.e., in statistical equilibrium. Figure 5 illustrates the vibrational bands considered here (in the case of the observations of C/Machholz). If we consider fundamental bands only, the band g-factors are the same as the corresponding pumping rates (e.g., 2.17 × 10 −5 s −1 for the ν 1 fundamental band). However, the band g-factor of ν 1 increases by ∼15% if we include cascades from higher excited states. Furthermore, the band g-factor of ν 3 increases by a factor of ∼2 if the cascades are included in the model (Table 2 lists g-factors for selected lines). 9.18E-6
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3.32E-6 2.21E-8 2.41E-8 2.55E-5 Figure 5 . New model for solar-pumped fluorescence of the ν 1 and ν 3 bands of ammonia includes pumping by fundamental and combination bands followed by either resonant or non-resonant decay, as represented in the diagram. We evaluated the solar pumping rates (upward arrows (red) labeled by pumping rates in (s −1 )) for conditions experienced by C/Machholz on UT 30.22 2005 January (r = 1.209 AU,ṙ = +1.83 km s −1 ). The rotational temperature in the ground vibrational state and the OPR are assumed to be 85 K and unity, respectively. Downward arrows (blue) represent radiative decay and are labeled with the g-factor (in photons s −1 ) for that transition summed over both direct and cascade contributions. Downward transition rates from combination bands to the ground state are omitted for the readability (those rates are 3.15 × 10 −7 , 1.85 × 10 −7 , 7.67 × 10 −6 , and 1.69 × 10 −5 for ν 1 +ν 2 , ν 1 +ν 4 , ν 2 +ν 3 , and ν 3 +ν 4 bands, respectively). Cascade increases the band g-factor for the ν 1 band by 17.5% over direct excitation by fundamental band pumping alone. For the ν 3 band, cascade increases the band g-factor by 179% over that from fundamental band pumping alone. The cascade model thus increases the band g-factors by factors of 1.17 (ν 1 ) and 2.79 (ν 3 ), respectively, compared to the values for models with fundamental band pumping alone. (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) Table 3 also lists some selected lines with g-factors published elsewhere (Dello Russo et al. 2009a Russo et al. , 2009b . The difference between our g-factors and those published in previous studies is modest for the ν 1 fundamental band (Dello Russo et al. did not consider the cascades from higher excited states). It is not easy to specify the contributions of competing effects to the final difference in g-factors between the two models. We used the solar spectrum containing Fraunhofer lines that introduce reduced pump efficiency at some Doppler shifts, while previous models used a blackbody spectrum. Note that g-factors based on the actual solar spectrum could be larger than those based on the blackbody spectrum at 5770 K in some cases since the continuum level of the solar spectrum does not fit the blackbody spectrum exactly (Figure 4) . Also, Einstein A coefficients used by Dello Russo et al. might differ from ours (if they used the Einstein A coefficients listed in the HITRAN database). We found that the statistical weights of some lines are incorrect in the HITRAN database (at least, until 2009) and the Einstein A coefficients computed from the line strengths with correct statistical weights are different from those tabulated in the database as we noted above. Table 4 lists the g-factors for individual lines of ammonia ν 1 and ν 3 at 1 AU from the Sun (the comet's heliocentric velocity is assumed to be 0 km s −1 ) for various rotational temperatures (T rot = 20, 70, 100, 120, and 150 K) that span the range of T rot seen in most comets.
NH 2 Radical
Photolysis of ammonia by solar UV radiation in the coma produces NH 2 with 95% efficiency. Because NH 2 has a long lifetime against photodissociation (see below), its strong rovibronic band at optical wavelengths is often seen in cometary comae (Feldman et al. 2004 and references therein).
The principal mechanism for excitation of the NH 2 optical band is by solar fluorescence, and excitation models for Notes. a The g-factors are at r [AU], scaled by the r 2 law. These values are based on the fluorescence excitation model without cascades and the solar spectrum is approximated by a blackbody spectrum at 5770 K (N. Dello Russo 2010, private communication). b These values are based on our fluorescence excitation model with cascades, but using blackbody spectrum as the solar spectrum.
Table 4
The g-factors for Lines of NH 3 ν 1 and ν 3 at 1 AU (ṙ = 0 km s −1 ) Wavenumber g-factor (photons s −1 ) Assignment line-by-line intensities do exist (Kawakita et al. 2001) . In recent years, high-resolution infrared spectra of comets have revealed emission lines of NH 2 rovibrational bands (ν 1 and ν 3 ) near 3 μm, but excitation models for them are lacking. We now address these models. Near-infrared high dispersion spectra often sample a very narrow region close to the nucleus, as in the case of C/Machholz. The NH 2 radicals sampled within the small aperture could experience frequent intermolecular collisions (mainly with water molecules) and with electrons, and NH 2 radicals may not be able to achieve fluorescence equilibrium in the inner coma. For this reason, we developed a fluorescence model for NH 2 , in which the ground vibrational state is assumed to be at thermal equilibrium. NH 2 is an asymmetric molecule and its energy structure is more complicated than a symmetric top molecule like ammonia (Herzberg 1966) . Since NH 2 has an unpaired electron, each rotational energy level is split into two sub-levels ("fine structure"). The line splitting caused by nuclear spin of the nitrogen atom ("hyperfine structure") cannot be resolved by the optical and near-infrared spectroscopic instruments currently available (typical spectral resolving power, λ/Δλ < 10 6 ). The energy levels of NH 2 are classified into ortho (I = 1) and para (I = 0) states according to the relative orientations of the individual proton spins. (Dressler & Ramsay 1959 , Ross et al. 1988 . Wavenumbers of transitions in the 3 μm region (both ν 1 -and ν 3 -bands) are taken from McKellar et al. (1990) while wavenumbers of the transitions betweenÃ(1,v 2 ',0) and X(0,0,0) orX(1,0,0) are taken from Dressler & Ramsay (1959) and Ross et al. (1988) . Einstein A coefficients are calculated on the basis of the molecular constants (Müller et al. 1999; Burkholder et al. 1988; McKellar et al. 1990 ) and ab initio calculations of transition moments for vibronic transitions by Jensen et al. (2003) . Table 5 lists the g-factors of NH 2 at 1 AU from the Sun (the relative velocity to the Sun is assumed to be zero) for various rotational temperatures. The OPR of NH 2 is assumed to be 3.0 in both models. Note that the OPRs determined in some comets were slightly larger than 3.0 (Kawakita et al. 2001 (Kawakita et al. , 2004 (Kawakita et al. , 2006 and probably approach ∼3.3 for several comets. These relatively higher OPRs in NH 2 than the nuclear spin statistical weight ratio (3.0) were considered to be the result that the cometary ammonia has OPR higher than unity and NH 2 radicals formed from ammonia by photodissociation in coma. Assuming ammonia as the sole parent of NH 2 , the OPRs of ammonia were estimated from the OPRs of NH 2 as ∼1.1 in the several comets as noted in the previous section.
To date, there are few reports of direct measurement of ammonia in comets, and none that report a value for OPR. Once OPRs are measured routinely, comparison of OPRs for NH 3 and NH 2 can test the presence of a second parent of NH 2 . Such tests could be compared with direct measurements of production rates for NH 2 and NH 3 that provide an independent measure of the parentage of NH 2 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We next compare the observed and synthetic emission spectra of ammonia and NH 2 in comet C/Machholz. Figures 1-3 show that the modeled spectra of ammonia and NH 2 can reproduce some of the emission lines in the observed spectra.
Rotational Temperatures of Ammonia and NH 2
As already mentioned toward the end of Section 2, only two NH 3 emission lines (contaminated with NH 2 and HCN, respectively) were detected in the spectra of C/Machholz. Due to the small number of measured lines and the contaminations (especially due to the large contribution of HCN (R1) to the blend at 3317.3 cm −1 ), it is difficult to determine the T rot (and OPR) based on the measurements of ammonia. Therefore, we modeled the ammonia spectrum by adopting T rot = 85 K, the value measured for water on the same night ). The OPR of ammonia is assumed to be unity. The F/g chart (F and g denote the measured line flux and the g-factor of each line, respectively) versus upper energy levels (E') for the ammonia emission lines (Figure 7 ) tells us that the assumed T rot is consistent with the observations. The line fluxes shown in Figure 7 were obtained from the measured fluxes (Table 1) by removing the contributions of blended NH 2 and HCN lines using correction factors obtained from their modeled spectra. For example, the contribution of HCN (R1) at 3317.3 cm −1 was estimated from measured unblended emission lines of HCN (P3, P4, P5) by scaling with a ratio of g-factors (see Table 1 ). The relative contribution of HCN for the emission line at 3317.3 cm −1 is ∼70% while that of NH 2 for the emission lines at 3295.4 cm −1 is ∼2% only. In contrast with ammonia, we measured multiple NH 2 emission lines that lacked significant contaminations (Table 1) , allowing us to determine T rot for NH 2 . We found T rot = 64(+18/ −11) K by the χ 2 -fitting technique. (The best reduced-χ 2 (0.76) was achieved by excluding the emission line of NH 2 at 3181.5 cm −1 (4 13 -4 22 in the ν 1 -band). If we include this line, the best reduced-χ 2 was 4.41, and this fact may indicate the contamination by unidentified emission lines or may indicate the presence of prompt emission lines of NH 2 .) The obtained T rot of NH 2 is consistent with the T rot of H 2 O (85 ± 5 K) determined from water spectra taken at the same time by . The OPR of NH 2 could not be determined precisely due to relatively large errors, but is consistent with OPR = 3.0 (i.e., a nuclear-spin ratio consistent with statistical equilibrium). Table 5 The g-factors of NH 2 at 1 AU (ṙ = 0 km s −1 ) 
NH 3 /H 2 O Ratio Determined from Ammonia Emission
Once we determine or assume the T rot (and OPR) for ammonia, a production rate of ammonia and a mixing ratio of ammonia with respect to water can be derived by adopting an appropriate model for the spatial distribution of the molecules in the coma. The isotropic expanding coma model (with a constant expansion velocity) is frequently used for the parent molecules . The methodology accounts for axisymmetric outflow by taking the mean of spherical production rates obtained at symmetric positions about the nucleus-centered position. The expansion velocity of gas is assumed to be 0.8 × r −0.5 km s −1 (r denotes a heliocentric distance in AU), and we used the photodissociation rate listed in Huebner et al. (1992) with a scaling law of r −2 . Note that the gas production rate mainly depends on the expansion velocity but not significantly on the lifetime (here determined by photodissociation) when we sample parent molecules within the very inner coma (Kobayashi et al. 2007 ). The "Q-curve" correction (correcting for slit losses; DiSanti & Mumma 2008) was applied for ammonia by assuming the same growth factor as measured for H 2 O (these molecules were sampled at the same time). Thus, the resultant production rate of ammonia is Q(NH 3 ) = (1.4 ± 0.1) × 10 27 molecules s −1 , which corresponds to the mixing ratio of NH 3 /H 2 O = 0.46% ± 0.03% in C/Machholz. Note that the uncertainties in these results represent the stochastic error only. The systematic error (e.g., caused by the coma model used in this study) for NH 3 must be larger than the stochastic error given above. Figure 8 shows the spatial profiles of NH 2 and H 2 O along the slit. Both species were observed simultaneously at night ). Within 3 arcsec of the nucleus, the spatial profile of NH 2 is flatter than that of H 2 O (which follows the expected ρ −1 profile of a parent volatile). This behavior of NH 2 is expected for fluorescence from a daughter molecule, and it directly confirms that the observed emission is not prompt emission produced as a consequence of dissociative excitation of the parent (see Section 4.4).
Determining the Production Rate of NH 2
Because NH 2 is very long-lived in the solar radiation field, its spatial profile about the nucleus should vary as ρ −1 for nucleocentric distances (ρ) greater than twice the scale length of its production but yet smaller than its destruction scale length, and the fraction of the entire NH 2 in the coma that is sampled by the observations can be determined from its intensity profile in that region. However, if NH 3 is the sole parent of NH 2 , these conditions are not satisfied by the present observations. Assuming the lifetime of ammonia is about 7000 s for photodissociation with an outflow velocity of ∼0.7 km s −1 at 1.2 AU for the observations discussed here, the scale length is about 5000 km. This is much larger than the scale of the sampled region, and it is the reason why the observed NH 2 profile did not follow the ρ −1 profile in Figure 8 . Here we apply a random-walk model for NH 2 coma that is based on the Monte Carlo simulation technique (Kawakita & Watanabe 1998) . This is more realistic than the Haser model usually used for NH 2 in optical observations because it includes the collisions between molecules explicitly and also includes the excess energy and the random orientation of ejection velocity at photolysis (details are described in Kawakita & Watanabe 1998) . The photodissociation lifetimes of parent and NH 2 molecules are specified explicitly in the model. The bulk expansion velocity and kinetic temperature of the surrounding coma are assumed to be 0.8 × r −0.5 (km s −1 ) and 85 K, respectively. The photodissociation rates are taken from Huebner et al. (1992) . We can also begin by assuming that NH 3 is the sole parent of NH 2 , and then apply the random-walk model for the conditions of C/Machholz, when observed. Photodissociation rates of NH 3 and NH 2 at 1 AU are 1.8 × 10 −4 s −1 and 2.15 × 10 −6 s −1 , respectively (Huebner et al. 1992) , subject to the r −2 heliocentric scaling law. The ejection velocity of NH 2 at photodissociation is assumed to be 0.8 km s −1 (Krasnopolsky & Tkachuk 1991) .
Thus, the gas production rate of NH 2 (Q(NH 2 )) is derived to be 2.3 × 10 27 (molecules s −1 ). The synthesized spatial profile is shown in Figure 9 . If we use a different estimate of the photodissociation rate of ammonia (4.8 × 10 −4 s −1 at 1 AU; Jackson 1976a, b), we obtain Q(NH 2 ) = 0.9 × 10 27 molecules s −1 . As shown in Figure 9 , the spatial profiles for those two parameters are not distinguishable over the small distances sampled by our observations of C/Machholz. Furthermore, we obtain Q(NH 2 ) = 1.3 × 10 27 molecules s −1 from Q(NH 3 ) obtained by direct measurement of ammonia emission (adopting 0.95 as the yield of NH 2 from photolysis of NH 3 ). This value falls between the cases shown above (2.3 × 10 27 and 0.9 × 10 27 ) and thus we consider ammonia to be a major source of NH 2 . We cannot rule out the possibility of additional sources for NH 2 . We need a spatial profile of NH 2 in the coma until 10,000 km or further from the nucleus, observed by a longer slit, to investigate photodissociation lifetime for a parent of NH 2 and to derive Q(NH 2 ) accurately.
Errors in g-factors of NH 2 may also have to be considered. Clearly, it is better to include weaker transitions betweeñ A(1,v 2 ',0) andX(0,0,0) orX(1,0,0), i.e. v 2 = 5-8. Transitions betweenX(1,v 2 ,0) andX(0,0,0) orX(1,0,0) may also contribute to the g-factors of NH 2 . However, we do not have precise laboratory measurements and transition moments for those weaker transitions, so we include in our model only the most prominent bands in the optical region. Additional weaker transitions would increase the population in theX(1,0,0) state slightly and therefore increase g-factors (i.e., Q(NH 2 ) will slightly decrease). Thus, the NH 3 production rates determined from the ammonia emission and from the NH 2 lines are consistent within errors. Ammonia can produce a sufficient amount of NH 2 radicals in the coma of C/Machholz (i.e., we can consider (but not conclude) that ammonia is the sole parent of NH 2 ). The mixing ratio of ammonia obtained from detected lines of NH 2 (ν 1 band) is 0.31%-0.79%, assuming 0.95 as the yield of NH 2 from photolysis of NH 3 .
Prompt Emission Lines of NH 2
We also considered the possible presence of occasional prompt emission lines of NH 2 in our spectra. Just after its formation by photodissociation of NH 3 in the coma, the NH 2 radical could be vibrationally and/or rotationally excited as in the case of OH * from H 2 O (Mumma et al. 2001; Bonev et al. 2004 Dello Russo et al. 2006; Magee-Sauer et al. 2007 ). An NH 2 radical excited in this way will also emit promptly, with a volume emission rate that is proportional to the local number density of NH 3 in the coma. The spatial profile of NH 2 prompt emission is then proportional to the NH 3 column density, and the prompt emission can be used as a proxy for the parent molecule. Photolysis of H 2 O produces OH in highly excited rotational states (in v' = 1 and v' = 2) and subsequent prompt emission from these levels is easily distinguished from fluorescence pumping of thermalized OH in the coma. We do not know whether prompt emission from highly excited rovibrational states of NH 2 (ν 1 band) is present in C/Machholz, but the spatial profile seen in Figure 8 is not consistent with that of a parent volatile released from the nucleus. If prompt emission is responsible for most NH 2 emission, the precursor species would have a distributed source with a spatial profile similar to that seen for NH 2 .
According to laboratory studies (e.g., Loomis et al. 2000; Woodbridge et al. 1991; Biesner et al. 1988 Biesner et al. , 1989 , NH 3 is photodissociated into NH 2 in the electronic ground state (X) or in the first excited state (Ã). Most NH 2 radicals are formed without vibrational excitation, but with substantial rotational excitation about the a-inertial axis (and with little excitation about the other axes). Some NH 2 radicals are formed vibrationally excited in ν 2 -bending modes, however, we could not find any literature describing the fraction of NH 2 radicals that could be excited vibrationally in the ν 1 -or ν 3 -modes by photolysis of NH 3 .
As discussed in Section 4.1, the strength of the emission line at 3181.5 cm −1 (4 13 -4 22 in the NH 2 ν 1 band) cannot be explained by our NH 2 emission model. This fact may indicate that this line was enhanced by prompt emission. Unfortunately, we could not check the spatial profile of the line due to its poor signal-tonoise ratio (S/N), and we cannot discuss this hypothesis in detail. Except for this line, we could not find any emission lines whose upper level is associated with high-K a or high-J values. Their scarceness suggests that few NH 2 radicals are excited to the ν 1 -or ν 3 -vibrational modes by photodissociation of NH 3 (the emission line at 3181.5 cm −1 might be contaminated by an unidentified line not associated with NH 2 ).
Comparison of This Work with Previous Results
Ammonia abundance ratios relative to water have been reported for many comets. The in situ measurement (mass spectroscopy) in comet Halley showed NH 3 /H 2 O = 1.5 (+0.5/−0.7)% (Meier et al. 1994) . Earlier direct (radio) measurements of ammonia provided NH 3 /H 2 O ratios of 0.5%-0.6% in comets Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp (Bird et al. 1997; Hirota et al. 1999) . The abundance ratios were also determined in comets C/2001 Q4 (NEAT) and C/2002 T7 (LINEAR) by submillimeter observations with the Odin satellite. The NH 3 / H 2 O ratios are 0.50% ± 0.09% and 0.33% ± 0.08%, respectively . Near 3 μm in wavelength, direct measurements of ammonia were reported by Bonev et al. (2009 ), Magee-Sauer et al. (2002 , 2006 , 2007 , and Dello Russo et al. ( , 2009a Russo et al. ( , 2009b ). The NH 3 /H 2 O ratios are 1.47% ± 0.27% (for T rot = 150 K) and 0.52% ± 0.15% in comets C/2006 (McNaught) and 6P/d'Arrest, respectively (Dello Russo et al. 2009a , 2009b . The abundance ratio was also determined as 0.30%-0.37% in comet C/Machholz (Bonev et al. 2009 ), and we compare our result with their values later. Furthermore, indirect determinations of NH 3 /H 2 O ratios in comets have been performed in the optical wavelength region. showed ammonia abundance ratios in the range 0.1%-1.5% (typically 0.5%) for the comets sampled by Fink & Hicks (1996) and based on their NH 2 measurements. Those values are consistent with the results derived by direct measurements of ammonia in some comets. In summary, the ratio of NH 3 /H 2 O in a comet is usually within the range from 0.1% to 1.5%. The NH 3 /H 2 O ratio (0.46% ± 0.03%) obtained from our study of C/Machholz falls well within this range.
C/Machholz was also observed on 2004 November 28 and 2005 January 19 by Bonev et al. (2009) , who reported an upper limit (3σ ) of < 0.47% for the mixing ratio of ammonia on November 28. They detected two lines of NH 3 on 2005 January 19 and derived production rates for NH 3 by adopting the rotational temperatures obtained for H 2 O (93 ± 2 K), and also for HCN (76 ± 2 K). Their mixing ratios are 0.37% ± 0.06% and 0.30% ± 0.04%, respectively. Their value of 93 K agrees with our value (0.46% ± 0.03%) within errors but taken together, their results are slightly lower than ours. This discrepancy may arise from the different values used for gfactors of ammonia (probably due to the difference in solar spectrum used in the models). The g-factors of ammonia used in Bonev et al. (2009) were different from our g-factors at the same rotational temperatures (B. P. Bonev 2009, private communication) , and the NH 3 /H 2 O ratios reported by Bonev et al. (2009) and in this work are consistent with each other if we use the same fluorescence excitation model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present fluorescence excitation models for ammonia and NH 2 in comets. We provide quantitative gfactors (line by line) for four values of rotational temperature in the range typical of cometary comae, and we present values for a comet at perihelion at 1 AU (see the online version of Table 4 ). We then applied our models to spectra of C/2004 Q2 (Machholz), and derived the mixing ratio of ammonia relative to water (H 2 O was measured simultaneously, and its production rate was reported by ). The ammonia to water ratio determined from the direct measurement of NH 3 (ν 1 band) is 0.46% ± 0.03%, comfortably within the (wide) range of values found for ammonia in other comets. We also report the mixing ratio of ammonia (0.31%-0.79%) derived from detected lines of NH 2 (ν 1 band), which is consistent with the result from direct measurement of NH 3 . At the present level of accuracy, we confirm that NH 3 could be the sole parent of NH 2 . With modest improvements in S/N, the simultaneous measurement of near infrared emission lines of NH 2 and NH 3 will provide an important method for testing the presence of potential progenitors of NH 2 other than ammonia. 
